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D. Answer these questions in brief 

 

Q1. What is meant by Industrial Revolution? 
A.1. During the second half of the 18th century, Europe saw far reaching developments in the 
modes of production, transportation, communication, industrial organization, labour patterns, 
scientific and technological innovations. It was a continuous and swift process spreading 
quickly from Britain to the rest of Europe and eventually the rest of the world. British society 
was experiencing an economic revolution whose outcomes were felt in every aspect of life and 
society. This process of transformation is called the Industrial Revolution and it was marked by 
a drastic shift from human and animal power to machine power. Industrial Revolution is the 
name given to a series of changes that brought about a transition 
from production by hand to production by machine. 

Q2. How did the notion of racial superiority result in imperialism?  
A.2. Europeans believed that they were racially superior to Asians and Africans and it was their 

duty to civilize them. In this worldview, imperialism was a means to achieve this mission. Many 

Europeans believed that Christianity was the true religion. So they felt the need to preach to 

people in Asia and Africa. Christian missionaries played a significant role in this regard. 

Q3. List the factors responsible for the Industrial Revolution.  
A.3. The factors responsible for Industrial Revolution are:  

a) Increase in trade and availability of capital. 
b) Technological innovations and inventions. 
c) Availability of natural resources.  
d) Geographical location. 

 
Q4. Explain the term imperialism.  
A.4. From the beginning of the 16th century European nations strived to discover new trade 

routes explore the New World and establish trading posts to further their economic interests. 

With the Industrial Revolution travel between Europe and Asia the New World Africa 

increased. The reasons for these journeys were many- the Catholic Church required 

missionaries to travel the world so they could preach their religion to people and many nations 

sent ships to these countries for raw materials to fuel industrial production. Expansion of their 

empires was also seen as a measure of national greatness and extended their political 

dominance. In their efforts to accomplish these goals, European nations established colonies 

in different parts of the world. This has been termed as imperialism where the country gains 

dominance over another country. 

 



Q5. What is colonialism?  
A.5. The industrialized nations needed raw materials for their factories and ready markets to 
sell their surplus goods. This was also the Age of Discovery and a period of exploration the 
European countries went out to discover distant lands and subjugated the people from these 
lands taking these new regions as their own colonies. This gave rise to the colonial economy or 
colonialism. 

 
 
 
E. Answer these questions in detail  

 

Q1. Discuss the main causes of Industrial Revolution. 

A.1. The main causes of Industrial Revolution are: 

1. Increase in trade and availability of capital- Britain had carved out an extensive colonial 
empire, which proved easy access to markets around the world. English merchants had 
markets for their goods throughout the world in Europe, North America, Africa and Asia. 

2. Technological innovations and inventions- Technological innovations and inventions were 
made mainly in the field of the textile industry, transportation and agriculture.  
3. Textile industry- Within a span of fifty years the traditional system of weaving cloth by hand 
was replaced by machines 

4. Agriculture- Revolutionary changes occurred in agriculture too. 

5. Transportation- Robert Stephenson improved the steam locomotive and extensive railway 
lines were laid throughout Britain. 

6. Availability of natural resources- Britain was rich in natural resources like water, power, 
iron and coal and had enough mineral deposits to meet the fuel needs of an industrial society. 

7. Geographic location- The isolation of the British Isles from the rest of Europe insulated it 
from all political turmoil and allowed it to develop on its own terms. 

 

 

Q2. How did the Industrial Revolution impact society? 

A.2. Most of the machinery of the time were large and could only be purchased by wealthy 
people.It needed to be installed in factories where numerous people worked. The owners of 
factories called capatalist, made huge profits and amassed huge amount of wealth. The era of 
capitalism had emerged despite the boom in the economy, conflicts between the capitalists 
and the working class arose and let to class difference. The workers could not demand high 
wages, fair work hours or better working conditions. Pollution was on the rise too, as there no 
laws to regulate the disposal of industrial wastes. One of the highlights of Industrial Revolution 



was the rise of socialism in reaction to capitalism. Some great thinkers advocated the 
reconstruction of society on the principles of 'socialism'. Foremost among them was Karl Marx. 

People in Britain migrated to cities and towns to seek employment in factories. This led to the 
growth of new towns and cities such as Birmingham and Manchester. The International 
market emerged and the banking sector gained impetus due to the flourishing trade. But 
urbanization also brought with it the problem of living in an urban set up. Working class 
neighborhoods were unwelcoming, crowded and dirty, leading to poor people health. 

 

Q3. What were the important technological inventions that enabled the Industrial 
Revolution? 

A.3. The important technological inventions that enabled the Industrial Revolution are as 
follows:-  

i. In 1777, John Kay invented the hand operated flying shuttle to speed up weaving. 

ii. In 1767 James Hargreaves invented spinning Jenny. 

iii. In 1769 Richard Akwright invented the water frame which used water power to produce 

strong yarn. 

iv. In 1779 Samuel Crompton invented a spinning machine called Crompton’s Mule. 

v. In 1785, Edmund Cartwright invented the power loom. 

vi. New farming tools included the steel plough, mechanical drill for seeding as well as 

machines for reaping and harvesting. 

vii. The first steam railway was started in 1825. Robert Stephenson improved the steam 

locomotive and extensive railway lines were laid throughout Britain. 

 

Q4. Explain in detail the major causes for the rise of imperial powers in Europe. 

A.4. European imperialism left a profound impact on the colonized regions politics, economy, 
religions and culture. By 1900, virtually the whole of South Asia was under European rule. The 
discovery of the sea route to India by Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama in 1498 opened up 
new possibilities and opportunities for trade in India. Companies from Portugal, the 
Netherlands, Great Britain and France each saw this as an opportunity to establish trade links. 
The English East India Company was formed in 1600, the Dutch East India Company was 
formed in 1602, the Portuguese East India Company was the trading company from Portugal 
was established in 1628 and the French setup the East India Company in 1664. Bitter rivalries 
emerged between these powers, at the end of which the British emerged victorious. This led 
to the political subjugation of India under Britain for two centuries. 

 Imperialism in China began with the Opium Wars between the British and the Chinese 
governments. The British, with their superiority military strength were victorious and through 
the Treaty of Nanking, obtained trading rights in five ports in China. 

 

 



 

Q5. What were the positive and negative impacts of imperialism in the colonies? 

A.5. Imperial rulers set up educational institutions based on the European model, constructed 
modern roads and railways, set up the postal system and introduced modern industry and 
banking systems in their colonies. It brought about political and administrative unity and led to 
the introduction of Western ideas of nationalism, democracy and freedom. The exploitation of 
colonies for cheap raw materials by imperial powers crippled the local industries and ruined 
the farming communities. High tax rates and exploitative policies resulted in the drain of 
wealth, causing poverty and backwardness. The divide and rule policy followed by the colonial 
masters resulted in deep fractures between different religious communities who have lived 
harmoniously for centuries. 

 

 

 

 


